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Response to Marianist Synod Listening Sessions Fulfilled a Need  

Last month IO-MLC, in cooperation with MLC-NA, offered two Zoom Synod Listening Sessions for our 

Marianist Laity worldwide.  The Pope initiated this process mainly through local dioceses, but also 

opened it to congregations of vowed religious and Associations of the Faithful, like IO-MLC.   

As you can imagine, the enthusiasm for the process is dependent on the local bishop.  So the effort 

given to the Listening Process in each diocese varies, though the Vatican has developed MANY resources 

to support the efforts being done throughout the world.  Anyone who belongs to a parish, or a religious 

congregation, or an Association of the Faithful can initiate Listening Sessions and create a report for the 

bishops and Vatican officers to use as background for the world bishops as they convene their next 

Synod in 2023 about creating a Church that is built on “Fraternity for All.”   

Jen Morin-Williamson from OH and Marceta Reilly, from KS, facilitated the two Listening Sessions via 

Zoom, on Sundays, February 13 and 20.  In the two sessions we hosted a total of 33 different people 

from 4 different countries:   

• 11 from USA (6 States) 

• 20 from Africa: West Africa 11, East Africa 9 (French speaking) 

• 1 from Australia 

• 1 from Ireland 

When asked at the beginning of each session why they chose to attend, most mentioned that they had 

not heard much, if anything, about the Synod process at their parish levels and they wanted to 

participate in something like this.  The few who had heard about the Synod process and may have also 

participated at their parish level, wanted to participate in the Marianist discussions because the report 

would go directly to the Vatican rather than through the local bishop.   

Next steps 

Jen and Marceta will summarize the data collected and point out consensus themes and ideas 

expressed.  It is likely the Leadership Councils of both IO-MLC and MLC-NA will have the opportunity to 

review the final report before it is sent.  In addition the participants will get a copy of the final report 

before we submit it.   

The report is due to the Vatican Dicastery by June 30, 2022.  It will then be collected with the other 

Associations of the Faithful reports, summarized as a group, and given to the bishops to consider at the 

formal Vatican Synod in 2023.   

Notable quotes from the Sessions: 

What should the Church CONTINUE doing?  What is the MISSION of the Church?    

▪ “The parish was serving the poor. We bent the rules of the Church to get the job done!” 

▪ “The parish supported people even when times were bad—kept the Church open even when 

the Gov’t said it should be closed.  Gave people burial even when they were not Catholic.” 

▪ “Working with God to take care of everyone together.” 

▪ “The Church mission is to bring people to God…to nourish people with the goodness of God.”    



What should the Church STOP doing? 

▪ “The Church is the entire BODY of People, but half of the people (Women) have very little voice 

or leadership in the Church.” 

▪ “Discipleship of Equals” is so different from the way things are with most clergy. Clergy are 

sometimes very aloof from the Laity.”   

▪ “Young people are not interested in lectures.  They want to DO things—take ACTION!”   

▪ “There is too much emphasis on money and favoring the rich.”   

▪ “Some people are not welcomed— for instance, the LGBTQ+ and divorced.   People are 

sometimes publicly embarrassed like Biden publicly refused communion by a bishop.”   

▪ “Stop denying communion for a rule (divorce).  Rather, give it for who the person is and trying to 

become!” 

Some Consensus in ideas about what the Church should START doing…     

▪ Clergy should be close to people, reaching out to youth, women, and marginalized.  Not by 

lectures, but in identifying issues and creating ACTIONS that invite everyone to help meet those 

needs.   

▪ Continue the Synod process with the Laity by asking them for their input and treating them as 

true partners.  This helps the Church “read the signs of the times.”   

▪ Don’t be so risk-averse about “rules.”  Make people feel like this is a welcoming FAMILY that 

accepts them as they are, and as a community helps everyone become their best selves in 

supportive, not punitive, ways.  

▪ Make “discipleship of equals” a priority for clergy (as well as lay leadership).       


